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Product Name: PRISM 30C02 General Purpose Interface Bus 

Version: via 

The PRISM 30C02 GPIB (General Purpose Interface Bus) application software is 
now compatible with the 32GPX Acquisition Module. 

The following information is associated with V1.1 of the GPIB application software. 

Memory Limitations on Multi-Module Systems 

Due to memory (RAM) limitations in the PRISM, some operations may not be 

possible on systems with more than three modules. These limitations are more 
likely to occur on systems that include the GPIB application, or a 30DSM module. 

Some operations that may fail due to memory limitations are: Acqmem to Refmem 
operation, Load Application, Restore Refmem, and Restore Instrument Setup. For 

systems that include GPIB, additional operations that may fail are: Save and 
Restore operations for acqmems, refmems, and setups, using the SAVE, RESTORE, 

and LLSET commands; acqmem to refmem operations using the MAKEREFMEM 
command; the LOAD command; and acqmem and refmem query commands, 

including ACQMEM?, ACQHDR?, and ACQDATA?. 

To minimize the likelihood of encountering problems due to memory limitations, all 
applications that are loaded and not being used should be unloaded from the system 
using the "Unload Application” operation in the Save/Restore Utility menu. 

For systems using GPIB that include 30DSM modules, the WAVEFORM file can be 

removed from the BOOT directory of the hard disk. This will keep the waveform 
menu from loading automatically when the system is started, and will free 

additional memory for other operations. Should you need to manually view 30DSM 
data in the WAVEFORM menu while using the GPIB, the menu can be loaded 
manually, by using the "Load Application" operation in the Save/Restore Utility 

menu and then loading the WAVEFORM file to the SYSTEM. Unloading the 
WAVEFORM menu is only recommended in situations where you are using the 

system with GPIB, and viewing the 30DSM data on the PRISM screen is not a 
needed capability. 

Time-Consuming Operations Require Long Timeout Settings 

Some operations on the PRISM that can be executed by GPIB require longer periods 

of time to complete than other GPIB operations. These time-consuming operations 
include converting acqmems to refmem with the MAKEREFMEM command, saving 
setups and memories, and performing file system operations. You may want to 
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temporarily change the timeout for the system before beginning these operations, to 
assure their completion without causing the controller to timeout. 

The exact time required for each operation is based on the size of the memory or file 
being manipulated. A timeout of 10 seconds is usually long enough for average 
operations. However, under certain circumstances, a timeout of 30 seconds may be 
required. 

OPC or WAIT should always be used with potentially time-consuming commands, to 
assure the commands have completed before the next command begins. 

Reset Command Performs Full Reset of PRISM 

The reset command (*RST) performs a full, hard reset of the PRISM system. After 
executing the command, the system begins powering up just as if the power switch 
had been turned off and then back on. All application software (including GPIB) is 
reloaded and returned to power-on default settings, and all acquisitions are cleared 
from system RAM. The reset operation requires from 30 seconds to 1 minute to 
complete, depending on the amount of application software that must be reloaded. 

GPIB Application Software Only Unloaded Manually 

The GPIB application software cannot be unloaded using the UNLOAD command. It 
must be unloaded manually using the "Unload Application” operation in the 
Save/Restore Utility menu. GPIB is also unloaded when the "Unload All" operation 
is executed manually from the Save/Restore Utility menu. 

Empty Acquisition Memories Can Be Queried 

An empty acquisition memory (a memory containing zero records) is returned if an 
acquisition memory query is made before an acquisition has been taken, uaing the 
ACQMEM?, ACQDATA?, or ACQHDR? queries. 

30HSM Setups Fail to Restore With Changed Probe/Leadset 

30HSM module setups fail to restore if the leadset configuration is not the same at 
the time of the restore as it was when the setup was saved. A message describing 
the probe/leadset configuration required to restore the setup is posted on the PRISM 
screen when a restore operation is executed manually from the keyboard. However, 
the message "Restore operation failed” is returned when the restore operation is 
attempted over GPIB. No information describing the required probe/leadset 
configuration is returned. 

30DSM and 30HSM Refmems Must Be Explicitly Unloaded 

30DSM and 30HSM modules do not clear their refmems when the applications are 
unloaded. Whenever 30DSM and 30HSM application software is unloaded, the
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reference memories for the modules should also be unloaded. Application software 
and reference memories can be unloaded over GPIB using the UNLOAD command. 
For example, when unloading the software from the HSM1 module, the commands 

":hsm1:unl refmem" and ":hsm1:unl 'hsm" should be issued. 

The Unload Refmem operation in the Save/Restore Utility menu can be used to 
unload the refmems manually from the keyboard. 

Executing the "unload all" operation over GPIB or manually from the PRISM 

keyboard does not clear the reference memories. 

Module Setup Menus Closed After Executing KEY and SKEY 
Commands 

The Setup menus for the 30DSM, 30MPX, and 30HSM modules must be "closed" 
after changes have been made to them using the KEY and SKEY key emulation 

commands. The setup menus are "closed" when they are no longer displayed. 
Closing the menus can be accomplished by changing to another menu using 

keystroke emulation, or by starting an acquisition. Closing the menu causes the 
acquisition hardware to be reprogrammed for any changes that have been made to 
the setup. 

SKEY Keystrokes Must Be Given in Hexadecimal 

The SKEY command only accepts keys in hexadecimal radix. All keys must be 

preceded by "#h" to designate hexadecimal radix. An example of the command is: 

"skey #hc2". 

GPIB Address Selection Not Saved With Instrument Setup 

The GPIB Address selection in the Remote Control Utility menu is not saved in an 
Instrument Setup. The GPIB Address is only saved in non-volatile RAM. To change 
the GPIB Address, you must perform the following tasks manually from the PRISM 
keyboard: 

1. Change the GPIB Status selection in the Remote Control Utility menu from "On 
line" to "Off line" 

2. Change the GPIB Address selection to the new address 

3. Change the GPIB Status selection back to "On line" 

The address change is not saved in non-volatile RAM until the GPIB Status is 

returned to "On line".
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"GPIB Panic" Message Posted When Irrecoverable Error 
Encountered 

The message "GPIB Panic" is posted to the PRISM screen when the GPIB 
application encounters an irrecoverable error. The power to the instrument should 
be cycled when this occurs, and the instrument should be restarted. 

Irrecoverable Errors Caused By Short Data Blocks 

Data blocks passed with LLSET commands to restore 30MPX setups, Performance 
Analysis setups, and reference memories for all modules, can cause irrecoverable 
errors on the PRISM if the data block contains fewer bytes than specified in the data 
block header. If you are directly manipulating the contents of these setup and 
reference memory data blocks, take care to assure that the correct number of bytes 
is contained in the data block. 

"Glue" Diagnostics Tests Disable GPIB 

Executing the "Glue" diagnostics tests disables the GPIB on the PRISM system. To 
re-enable GPIB, change the GPIB Status selection in the Remote Control Utility Menu from "On line" to "Off line," and back to "On line." 

MCOMPARE "Location" Different From State Table "Location" 

The "Location" parameter specified in the MCOMPARE command is not the same as the "Location" shown on the State Table Display menu under the "Loc" label. The first sample in an acquisition is location zero for the MCOMPARE command. This 
may not correspond to the number shown in the "Loc" column in the State Table 
Display menu. 

Write-Protected File Attribute Copied From Floppy to Hard Disk 

Files that have the write-protect attribute set can be copied with the attribute intact 
from the floppy disk to the hard disk, using the GPIB COPY command. Once copied to the hard disk, the file cannot be deleted using either the DELETE command over 
GPIB, or the "Delete File" operation in the Disk Services Utility menu. The file can 
only be removed by reformatting the hard disk. 

ID? and *IDN? Tektronix Codes & Formats Compliance Updated 

The response to ID? and *IDN? describe compliance with Tektronix Codes & 
Formats Version 89.1. This compliance has been updated to Version 91.1. 
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MIN Value for BELL Command Incorrect 

The MIN parameter for the BELL command sets the duration to 1 second instead of 
0.1 second. 

Error Reported for 30DSM Symbol Operations 

e 
The message '2104, "Symbol operations not allowed on a DSM module™ is returned 

when you attempt to perform a symbol operation for a 30DSM module. 

Error Reported When Acquisition Contains No Data Records 

The message '2109, "No data records currently available™ is returned when you 

attempt to perform a memory operation on a reference memory that contains no 

data records. 

GPIB Device Drivers Must Be On System Disk to Boot From 
Floppy Disk 

The GPIB device drivers must be on the system software disk if GPIB application 
software is to be loaded after booting the system from the floppy disk. The file 
“1200C02” in the DEVICE directory of the GPIB application software disk should be 
copied to the DEVICE directory of the system software disk.






